We study low energy constraints from flavour violating processes, production and decay at the LHC of a scalar field ϕ (flavon) associated to the breaking of a non supersymmetric Abelian family symmetry at the TeV scale. This symmetry is constrained to reproduce fermion masses and mixing, up to O(1) coefficients. The non-supersymmetric gauged U (1) models considered are severely restricted by cancellation of anomalies and LEP bounds on contact interactions, consequently its phenomenology is out of the LHC reach. We therefore introduce an effective U (1) which is not gauged and it is broken explicitly by a CP odd term at the TeV scale. This helps us to explore flavour violating processes, production and decay at the LHC for these kind of light scalars. In this context we first study the constraints on the flavon mass and its vacuum expectation value from low energy flavour changing processes such as µ → eγ. We find that a flavon of about m ϕ 150
I. INTRODUCTION
Family symmetries are introduced to explain the hierarchy of fermion masses and mixing in the standard model (SM) and usually the breaking scale of this symmetry is set up near the Grand Unification or the Planck scales, M GUT and M P respectively. In these scenarios, often the possible extra-particles required by these family symmetries decouple at those high energies and hence no observable consequences, except for an explanation of the values of the Yukawa couplings, appear at the electroweak scale (EW). Giving the exciting opportunity for particle discoveries at the LHC, we study the possibility of light scalars breaking family symmetries within few TeVs. To this end, we present a non-supersymmetric effective approach where we start with a Lagrangian describing the interaction of the scalars breaking the hypothetical family symmetry, that henceforward we call flavons, at a scale M F that is set in the TeV range. The coupling of these scalars to SM fermions and the Higgs boson generates hierarchical Yukawa couplingsà la Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) [1] and controls the flavour violating processes induced.
The paper is organized as follows: in § II we study the construction of models based on family symmetries in this context, where in order to simplify the analysis we just consider U(1) groups. From exhaustive studies on the construction of family symmetries with such groups at high scales [2] , in spite of its elegance, we know however their limited predictability. One of the most severe being the impossibility in establishing relations among the O(1) coefficients associated to the effective Yukawa couplings produced by powers of the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the flavons. This problem could be somehow alleviated in non-Abelian models [3] . However, here we would like to probe the possible size of flavon production cross sections and branching ratios of its decays at the TeV scale and for this illustrative purpose it is enough to consider Abelian family symmetries.
We find that for a gauged group G F = U(1) F coupling to all the SM fermions or for G F = U(1) F 1 × U(1) F 2 with some of the SM fermions coupling to U(1) F 1 and others to U(1) F 2 , the masses of the scalars and vector bosons could be light, even below the TeV range. However the flavour violating processes, production and decay of this scenario are not relevant below the TeV scale and hence out of the scope at the LHC. Since we have worked in a non supersymmetric context, the cancellation of anomalies it is of a different nature to those supersymmetric models at high energies (e.g. [2] ) and hence the solutions found for Yukawa couplings are different.
We then introduce an effective global U(1) F which is explicitly broken below 1 TeV, which avoids the appearance of a Nambu-Goldstone boson, but gives rise to a pseudoNambu-Goldstone boson, PNGB, which controls the flavour violating processes. In § III we present the constraints on the flavour violating parameters from a fit to fermion masses and mixing. In § IV we derive the branching ratios of the flavour violating processes mediated by the PNGB mentioned above. Its production and decay modes at the LHC are studied in § V. Finally in § VI we summarize our results.
II. THEORETICAL MOTIVATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
The FN mechanism introduces scalars charged under a family symmetry with group G F that can couple to the SM fermions, which are also charged under this symmetry. When this is broken we can obtain effective Yukawa couplings with a hierarchy controlled by the charges and the vev of the flavons breaking G F . Let us start our discussion with the effective mass Lagrangian for SM fermions given in terms of flavons of an Abelian theory:
where there could be a different number of n flavons ϕ n coupling to the different SM fermions
are of O(1) and in principle can be different for each coupling and kind of fermion. The scales Λ ϕ could be associated with masses of extra fermions coupling to the SM ones and to the scalars ϕ, but such that they do not play an important role in the phenomenology below the TeV scale.
The predictability of a particular family symmetry consists in explaining all the fermion masses and mixing with less parameters than predictions. Therefore in practice predictive family symmetries have few of flavons and generically all of them couple to all fermions, for this reason we consider that only one flavon in each sector (i.e. one for quarks and other for leptons) controls the flavour changing neutral current (FCNC) processes below the TeV scale.
A. Global U (1) symmetries
Here we would like to consider an approximate global U(1) symmetry with an explicit CP odd breaking term which gives mass to a PNGB, a, at the TeV scale. Collider bounds for the effective GGa and γγa couplings have been looked for, assuming that the scalars a couple only to photons, γ, and gluons, G [4] . This analysis expects symmetry breaking scales above 1 TeV. However, in our case, the scalar ϕ also couples to fermions via the Lagrangian of Eq.
(1) and such couplings provide additional decay channels that where not considered in [4] . The goal of this work is to probe the flavon coupling scales through flavour changing violating processes, production and decay of flavons and we explore ranges from few hundreds of GeVs up to 1 TeV. Studies of this kind have been considered before in [5, 6] , here we focus on more general possibilities and production and decay rates of such flavons.
If flavons are lighter than the Z boson, the decays Z → ff ϕ at tree level and Z → γϕ at one-loop level could take place. However, the lower bound on the flavon mass is not robust and strongly depends on the particular models considered.
On the theoretical side, a symmetry breaking scale should correspond to a definitive mechanism or interaction. We do not have an answer to such in this paper, here we just would like to probe scales in the range ∼ (200, 1000) GeV and, as stressed above, for it we use flavour changing violating processes, production and decay of flavons. Remember that if the interaction giving rise to the symmetry breaking of a global U(1) were of a gravitational origin, this would severely constrain the mass term of the PNGBs, m a , and the scale f at which such a symmetry should be broken 1 . In this case, such scale can be determined from its coupling to two photons or two gluon fields:
where g γ = 8α/(πf γ ) and g g = 3α s /(πf g ). A variety of experiments have explored scalar or pseudo-scalars with these properties but most of them are just sensitive to m a < 1 GeV [7] .
The Super KEKB upgrade to KEKB is expected to improve an existing bound on g γ up to < 1.9 × 10 −6 GeV −1 for a mass m a < 0.13 GeV. This translates into a breaking scale of up to f γ > 3 × 10 4 GeV. Therefore here we consider that these effects do not play a role in the phenomenology between SM fermions and the flavons.
In our effective approach we consider that the vacuum expectation value, naturally of the 1 Just for the axion m a and f a are related but for a general scalar or pseudo-scalar there is no such relation.
order of f , is obtained from the following scalar potential flavon mass but we discuss M A f up to 1 TeV 2 For the values of M 2 that we are considering, long range forces give a very weak constraint [10] which is compatible with assuming M above the electroweak scale.
We remark that no cosmological defects appear from the potential of Eq. (2) because the explicit breaking term lifts up the degeneracy of vacua, and the resulting conditions for the minimisation of the potential leaves just one solution for v ϕ .
Although the coupling strengths of flavons depend on the symmetry breaking scale, the motivation of producing the Yukawa couplings at low scale through the couplings of scalars whose signatures could be studied at collider experiments is exciting. Approximate continuous global symmetries could arise in scenarios beyond the standard model [11] . However at the end, the ultimate purpose of this paper is to probe simple family symmetries, whose phenomenology is determined by a single flavon, through its flavon production and decay at colliders without stating the origin of family symmetry breaking.
In the phenomenological analysis that we present in §III we consider the effective mass
Lagrangian as a result of a single flavon field, whose potential is described by Eq. (2), and the coupling to fermions by
where ϕ and v ϕ are the flavon field and its vacuum expectation value, respectively. Finally
are the U(1) F charges of the corresponding kind of fermion, following the notation of Table I , and Q F is the charge of ϕ, normalized to ± 1. We can choose Q F = −1 and hence the hierarchical Yukawa matrices are generated as a consequence of the breaking of the family symmetry and have the form
where the coefficients c f ij are of order one. In order to diagonalise the mass matrix, the electroweak fields are redefined as
where
, analogously for the case of quarks.
We then obtain the flavour diagonal Yukawa interaction and the FCNC interaction with a flavon field,
where h is the Higgs boson. Below the scale at which the CP even part of ϕ decouples, there is a contribution to this effective Lagrangian from the five-dimensional operators involving the CP odd part, which does not acquire a vev. These however introduce just negligibly effects in the phenomenology below the decoupling scale, Λ, since it is suppressed by powers of ϕ/Λ. When only one flavon couples to each kind of fermion then the flavour violating matrices κ f ij can be decomposed into left-and right-handed parts as:
The separation of the flavour violating matrices in left and right components is one of the specific features of the global U(1) F with one flavon coupling to each kind of fermion. We will explore the consequences of this separation in the next sections. In Tables II and III we present two plausible sets of U(1) F charges that could reproduce the hierarchy of fermion masses and mixing. From the construction [12] of flavour models in supersymmetric GUTs we know that it is very difficult to reproduce fermion masses and mixing with a single U(1) group but we explore this possibility which it is enough to illustrate the size of flavour violation and flavon production in this context.
B. Gauged U (1) symmetries
On the theoretical side these symmetries are severely restricted by the cancellation of anomalies and on the experimental one, the masses of the associated gauge bosons and its couplings to SM particles are sorely constrained by LEP and Tevatron searches. Hence these two aspects together can be used as a guideline for constraining and analysing the signatures of these models. In what it follows we first present the conditions from anomaly cancellations, which give different solutions to the supersymmetric cases, and then the restrictions from the couplings to the extra gauge bosons. Remember that we would like to generate the hierarchy of masses and mixing with different U(1) charges for fermions of different families, therefore the study and phenomenology of this differs from the "universal" U(1) charges scenarios that have been widely studied [13] . In addition, since the models are not supersymmetric, the cancellation of anomalies has different solutions to the supersymmetric ones [2].
Conditions from cancellation of anomalies.
Here we briefly describe the way anomaly-free U(1) F gauge symmetries, with at least one scalar that can be identified with a flavon near the TeV scale, could be constructed.
With the assumption that all the generations of a given fermion type will carry the same U(1) charge, the only extra symmetries beyond the SM that its particles are allowed to have are U(1) symmetries whose generators are linear combinations of the hypercharge and the difference B − L [14] 3 . When we give to fermions of different families different charges, in this non supersymmetric context, it is not possible to achieve just with one gauged U(1) a complete description of the hierarchies of masses and mixing.
The cancellation conditions of triangle mixed anomalies, with external gauge boson lines and internal lines of a SM fermion, of the type
Tr T familiar anomaly cancellation expressions in terms of the family dependent charges:
When the charge of the Higgs boson is zero, the parametric sums [15] that solve the equations above, can be written as
These expressions were introduced in the reference above, in the context of the GreenSchwartz mechanism [16] but can have two different kinds of solutions in this nonsupersymmetric context where anomalies must cancel with the fermionic fields of the effective theory:
Once the specific charges of quarks are fixed, by phenomenologically requirements, one must then solve A F = 0 with the charges of the charged leptons, or vice-versa. The charges of x and y can be different from zero and not necessarily 3x = −y. In our case, however this last expression it is the only solution for Eq. (13)-(a). To obtain the hierarchy of fermion masses using these constraints, let us define p = q
3 which are strongly constrained by the current value of fermion masses to be approximately 6 and 2 respectively, if the parameter expansion giving rise to the hierarchies of masses and mixing is of the order of the Cabibbo angle. Then the matrices of charges in the quark sector are as follows:
These parameterisations are valid for either solution of Eq. (13). For Eq. (13)-b we have 3x = −y, i.e. here they are independent parameters but for Eq. (13)-a 3x = −y, and so C u,d
can be written entirely in terms of x or y.
As a concrete example let us take this last class of solutions, i.e. Eq. (13) A way out of the problem just described, it is to allow for one U(1) F , that we will call henceforward U F 1 , to generate the hierarchy of the sub-matrix mixing the second heaviest and the heaviest states in both quark sectors and use a discrete symmetry to forbid the
. In this way all the negative contributions that could be associated to the sectors described by these operators are absent. Then another U(1), U(1) F 2 , will generate the structure giving rise to mixing between first and second generations and also to the masses of the lightest families.
In Table IV of the appendices we present an example of charges that can generate plausible 4 There are solutions with all elements positive for C u,d , however they do not correspond to a phenomenologically viable form of Yukawa matrices.
Yukawa matrices. The structure generated by U(1) F 1 × Z 2 it is as follows:
where as mentioned before the first column of Y d is forbidden by the choices of the charges of the fields under U(1) F 1 and the extra symmetry Z 2 and the elements of the first column and first row of Y e are forbidden by both, a combination on the choices of the charges of U(1) F 1 × Z 2 and the appearence of fractional powers that cannot be present in renormalizable operators. We illustrate the solutions of the type Eq. (13) -b for the second Abelian symmetry generated by U(1) F 2 . The solution to the first three anomalies (A i ) of Eq. (11) in terms of the parameters Eq. (13) is
where the primed charges correspond to the SM fields as in Table 1 , but for the second U(1) F 2 .
The solution to A F 2 = 0, completely analogous to the last expression of Eq. (11), requires in this case the inclusion of fermions beyond SM fermions, we will leave the discussion of these kind of solutions for a follow-up work. We basically want to generate a contribution just in the first column of d sector and since the u sector already exhibits a phenomenologically acceptable structure, we do not want to affect it too much. In order to be compatible with the Z 2 charges of Table IV we need to generate odd powers in the first column of Y d . Taking into account all this, we can propose an easy solution where
If we further have q
Due to the non zero sum of the charges q u R ′ i we need to choose some Z 2 charges for the fields of the SM model which forbid the couplings
, where ϕ 2 is the flavon breaking the U(1) F 2 , and hence avoid a contribution to Y u from the flavon ϕ 2 . In the lepton sector we want to generate a matrix element such that we have three non zero mass eigenvalues, keeping the conditions q
There are many solutions to these equations but we choose the solution presented in Table IV because it is the one that gives the lightest gauge boson generating the U(1) F 2 . Then the contributions from U(1) F 2 to the Yukawa matrix is zero for the up sector and has the following structure for down quark and charged lepton sectors:
Here we have called
and recall that λ =
. In principle M 1 and M 2 could be close to each other, but as we we will see from the LEP bounds on
we can always have λ ′ = λ. The sum of the contributions of Eq. (15) and Eq. (18) gives an appropriate description of masses for quarks and charged leptons and mixing in the quark sector. In the lepton sector the mixing must come from physics appearing beyond the scales
Of course the inclusion of a second U(1) group in the set-up induces mixed anomalies between this and the first U(1) and also among these and the hypercharge U(1) Y group.
Let us enumerate themÂ
The anomalyÂ F 2 , and the analogousÂ and hence anomalies of Eqs. (20) and (21) cancel once this condition is satisfied. There is also an analogous anomaly to the one in Eq. (20) for the first U(1) F 1 :
but of course this and Eq. (24) cancels once Tr T
With the charges of Table IV of Appendix A, the equations Tr T U (1) F 1,2 a = 0 are not satisfied with just the SM fermions.
Hence we need to add other fermions charged only under U(1) F 1,2 and not under any of the SM gauge groups. Then Eqs. (21) (22) (23) (24) involve only these extra fields and do not affect the solution to the first three equations of (11) and the analogous ones for the group factor U(1) F 2 . We have checked that there are solutions of this type and we will present the results in a follow-up work.
Gauge and scalar bosons.
The flavons ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are singlets of the SM and have unitary Z 2 charge, then the most general scalar potential we can write down is
where Φ is the field representing the SM Higgs and the flavons can be parameterised as
It is easy to write down the minimization conditions:
where v/ √ 2, v ϕ 1 / √ 2 and v ϕ 2 / √ 2 are respectively the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs and the flavons ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 . The tree level squared mass matrix of these scalars can be obtained from ∂ 2 V /∂v x ∂v y :
Considering the mixing between flavons and Higgs small and v ϕ 1 ≫ v ϕ 2 ≫ v the squared mass eigenvalues are
The Lagrangian of these scalars is then
where D µ Φ is just as in the SM and
since the hypercharge of the flavons is zero and the charge of ϕ 2 under U(1) F 1 is zero and the charge of ϕ 1 under U(1) F 2 is also zero. Consequently, at tree level, there is no mixing among these gauge bosons and their masses are
The bounds from LEP [17] can be used by identifying the contact interactions [18] mediated by the extra Abelian gauge boson. These are basically the contribution to the amplitude of the process ee → f f process from the s channel, mediated by a Z ′ boson. Here the heaviest mass eigenstate is Z 1µ , which is practicallyZ. On the other hand Z 2µ ∼ Z ′ will be our lightest extra gauge boson. The effective relevant interaction for these processes is described
here P A,B label the left and right chirality projection operators, δ ef = 1, 0: it takes the value 1 for e = f because there is an additional contribution from the t channel and it is zero for everything else. The analogous Lagrangian to the neutral current interactions of the SM can be written as L = f q f f γ µ Z 1µ f , hence the effective amplitude for the contact interactions, in the limit of the squared mass of the extra gauge boson is much higher than the s parameter, it is:
A bound on m 2 Z 1 /g 2 F can thus be easily obtained:
Since the charges of different families are different for each kind of fermion, we have to use the specific decay channels (e.g. heavier ones, we will explore this in a subsequent work.
III. ANALYSIS WITH ONE FLAVON
We consider some basic assumptions about the form of Yukawa matrices from experimental inputs and hierarchies that can be obtained with the FN mechanism. For simplicity we focus on the 2 × 2 sub matrix of Yukawa matrices which can be parameterised by
where m i (i = 1, 2) are the mass eigenvalues of fermions, U X (X = L, R) are mixing matrices with U X 12 = −s X e iφ X = sin θ X e iφ X and U X 11 = c X , so that t X = c X /s X .
As we have seen in § II A, the FN mechanism can naturally generate hierarchical struc- The elements of the Yukawa matrices, Y = U † L Y diag U R , can be expressed in terms of the rotation angles and hence we can identify its structure with that of a broken symmetry.
What it is important in the analysis is to study the interplay between the contributions coming from the u and d sectors to the angles of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, For the lepton sector, the bi-large mixing angles of neutrinos can not be achieved by the hierarchical Yukawa coupling of charged leptons. It would be solved by further extensions of these models, for instance, by the introduction of TeV scale right-handed neutrinos. Such possibility is beyond the scope of this paper. Here we just simply assume hierarchical Yukawa matrices for quarks and charged leptons. 5 We also consider here as the "GST relation" the following expression with the correction factor ms m d +ms [21] .
A. Quark Sector
Given the order of magnitude of the V CKM parameters
we can express the mixing angles of both sectors as an expansion in terms of the parameter λ as follows: 
while the constraints coming from the V CKM matrix are
We perform a numerical analysis for these cases by taking random inputs for the parameters in the d sector and then determine those of the u sector, whenever we cannot determine uniquely one parameter in the u sector from the given d parameters we take one of the solutions. When computing the branching ratios of the flavour violating process for this case we use the full numeric κ f ij matrices, however it is easy to figure out the leading contributions:
In our numerical analysis, we concentrate on the following two cases;
• Q1: Case where most part of the mixing are controlled by s d ij .
• Q2: Case where both u and d sectors are significant. and the GST case (see § III C). These expressions apply to both examples Q1 and Q2
presented in the Table II of Appendix A, the difference is on the different charges chosen for both of them. The flavour violating matrix for the d-type quarks, has the same structure except the element κ d 33 , the difference is the hierarchy of masses for the different type of quarks:
Not surprisingly the elements κ 
B. Lepton sector
We explore here the possibility that the mixing in the lepton sector comes from the charged leptons. In our notation the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakita matrix becomes
then U e L is entirely determined by the mixing parameters measured in neutrino oscillations. In this case we assume then that the operator determining the neutrino masses is flavour diagonal. Given the current measurements and bounds of the mixing in U PMNS , [23] , we can parameterise it in terms of the angles, [24] :
and the phase δ. The allowed values of these parameters are 0 < r < 0.22, −0.12 < a < 0.13, −0.11 < 0.04
and the form of U PMNS is
Then the flavour violating operators in the lepton sector become
(U e † R ) jr . Since we do not have information from the right sector we can take two contrasting cases:
• L2: U e R = 1.
It is difficult to study a general case of U R and we have just chosen a representative set of alternatives. The first one corresponds to a symmetric matrix form, motivated by its simplicity and predictivity. The second case is an extreme case where one expects mixings only from U PMNS . According to Eq. (10) in general the flavour violating parameters κ e ij receive a contribution from U R that is proportional to m i .
Case of
In this first case the Yukawa matrix of the charged lepton sector has a democratic structure:
. . . 
where the power p ij < q ij controls the behavior of the Yukawa matrix leading to the appropriate mixing and eigenvalues, while q ij provides a substructure that can be used to explain the deviation from maximal mixing. However we are interested in associating the flavour violation with the leading contributions to the Yukawa matrices, hence we do not pursue further this possibility.
Case of U e R = 1 (L2)
The case of U e R = 1 may be more interesting because depending on the value of the parameter r, it can produce different flavour violating elements. In this case the Yukawa matrix takes the form
Since 0 < r < 0.22, the power p e 31 is bigger than the rest of the powers in the first column of Y e . All the elements of the second column are proportional to y µ and the elements of the third one, proportional to y τ with an O(1) coefficient. Hence we can parameterise the
where n = 1, 2, .. depending on the value of r. The flavour violating elements κ ℓs = (U PMNS ) ℓi p is (U PMNS ) † is m s take the form
We note that if r takes its maximum value then the elements Y e 21 and Y e 31 could be suppressed by a power respect to the other element Y e 11 and then we can parameterise their powers as p 1 +1 and p 1 +1, respectively, and consequently their corresponding flavour violating elements as in Eq. (52) with the appropriate replacements.
C. GST scenario
Here we choose to give as an input the size of the mixing angles in the up sector and hence to express the mixing angles of the down sector in terms of the measured CKM elements and the given up-quark mixing angles. When the later vanish we then basically identify the CKM mixing parameters to those of the down quark sector (again using the form of the standard CKM parameterisation for the diagonalising matrices and 
The FV matrices, κ f , of Eq. (9) can be written for these cases
where we have taken U R = U * L and we have not split the power p , s
hence the flavour violating matrices for both up and quark flavour violating parameters have a very particular form. Assuming the simplified version of the diagonalising matrices: 
where in this case the elements of U for each sector are given by
Taking into account the current values of the quark masses, we have
, 1} hence, just to have an idea in terms of the parameter λ, we have 
where the diagonalising matrix has the form of Eq. (56). In these models the large mixing in the lepton sector must come from neutrino sector, which we do not explore here, and the charged LFV matrix has the form
For this case, there is not an obvious set of U(1) charges that could reproduce entirely the structure of Eqs. (59) and (55), however in the effective analysis we can assume that only one flavon generates this structure in each sector and therefore we probe the implications of it from flavour changing processes. 
IV. FLAVOUR CHANGING DECAYS VIA THE FLAVON
In this section we analyse the flavour changing decays via one flavon, based on the examples presented in § III. For the numerical analysis we first make a numerical fit of the Yukawa matrices that is in agreement with a choice of U(1) charges (except for the GST case) and then extract the exact numerical form of κ f ij , obtained from the diagonalising matrices of the Yukawa couplings and the quark mass values, as given in Eq. (10), and for simplicity we take all the elements of κ f to be real.
With the flavour changing couplings of Eq. (9) a photonic di-pole operator is induced at one-loop level. The corresponding effective interaction Lagrangian is described by
where P L/R are the chiral projection operators and
are calculated from the penguin diagram in Fig. 1 and are given by to diagonalising matrices, the study of this decay is a good probe of this kind of scenarios.
It is worth to note that the bound from µ → eγ is relative stronger than other LFV decay modes such as µ → 3e and τ → µγ. This is because the radiative LFV decay µ → eγ can be enhanced by tau mass and tau LFV coupling, and the tree level decay is strongly suppressed by the electron mass.
We consider now the analogous decay processes for the top quark and also the processes q j g(q j = u, c) and q j Z. Experimental searches for these FCNC decay modes have been analysed by the ZEUS and the CDF collaborations [28, 29] . The partial decay widths of these are given by with m j = 0, where
for a CP odd flavon, and c
. The PassarinoVeltman functions are replaced by their corresponding mass arguments as c [25] . A large top-quark mass in the SM is natural, therefore in our approach we decided to give examples of U(1) F charges for which the sum q (42)). Due to this, the branching ratios of flavour changing decays of top quarks, such as t → cg, cγ, cZ are at most O(10 −10 ) for case Q1 and Q2 (for the GST these are even more suppressed according to Eq. (55)) and so these rare decay modes are out of the experimental reach both at the LHC and the ILC [30] .
For the decay b → sγ the flavour violating parameters A γ L,R have the same form as in Eq. (63). However since we have to add the contributions from the flavon to the SM contributions mediating b → sγ, it is customary to express it in terms of the Wilson Coefficients introduced in the effective Hamiltonian approach [31, 32] : In our case we can define the effective Lagrangian H φ , such that
, and comparing this to the effective Lagrangian of Eq. (61) we have then that
Calling a 
Then one just would have to take care of the QCD corrections from M W to the decay scale µ b . We do not calculate them here but we expect them to be small, unlike the SM ones that receive important contributions due to the top quark in the loop involved in the decay [31] .
In Fig. 3 we present a plot of |C decay width of b → sγ at the leading correction in α s , can be expressed as
In the SM |C [34] , is the source of current debates on flavour models.
V. PRODUCTION AND DECAYS OF THE FLAVON AT THE LHC
In this section we discuss the flavon production mechanism and its decay patterns at the LHC for the examples presented in § III. For the numerical analysis we proceed as in § IV.
In the models with anomalous FCNC top-quark coupling, the top-quark can decay into Higgs boson as t → ch [35, 36] . Similarly to the Higgs boson, flavons can also be produced Solid and long-dashed curves denote, respectively, the decay t → cA f and t → uA f for case Q1.
Those for the case Q2 are shown as dashed and short-dashed curves. For all these cases we have taken v ϕ = 500 GeV. The expected LHC reach for those FCNC decays is also shown (horizontal dotted line).
in top-quark FCNC decay. The decay widths at the tree level of the processes t → q j A f , are given by
where q j is any of the other, than the top-quark, u type SM fermions and κ u j3 the flavour violating parameters as defined in Eq. (10). In Fig. 4 we show the decay branching ratios for the processes t → cA f and t → uA f for the cases Q1 and Q2 introduced in § III A. The interact with gauge bosons at the tree level, therefore the analogous processes can not be used for flavon production. As it happens with the SM Higgs boson, we can expect that the main production channel of the flavon, when κ tt is sufficiently large, it would be the gluon fusion mechanism gg → A f at a high energy Hadron collider [35, 37] . The production cross section of the flavon via this mechanism at the LHC is estimated in Fig. 5 . For both cases Q1 (solid curve) and Q2 (dashed curve), the production rates are significant only for a light flavon, m A f 200 GeV, where we take κ tt ∼ 0.9 GeV for Q1, and κ tt ∼ 4.5 GeV for Q2. This is because κ tt is suppressed by combination of U(1) charges, but the effect of the bottom quark loop is still sizable for smaller flavon masses. We also show the case of κ f f = m f (dotted curve) for comparison. When the sum of U(1) charges for Q 3 and t 3 takes non vanishing value, κ tt naturally then becomes of order of m t . In this case, the contribution from the top quark loop can be significant, and it would then give the largest cross section.
The flavon can also be generated by the FCNC single top production process gu → tA f at tree level, since a proton has a larger distribution of up quarks [38] . The partonic cross section, where helicity and spin are averaged for initial particles but the color index is only summed, is given bŷ
/ŝ) with λ(x, y) = 1 + x 2 + y 2 − 2x − 2y − 2xy. In Fig. 5 , we show the Hadronic production cross sections of the FCNC flavon production for cases Q1 (long-dashed) and Q2 (short dashed) by taking a convolution with CTEQ6M parton distribution [39] . Because of the large top FCNC coupling, the process gu → tA f can be significant, particularly for the case Q2, even if κ tt is small. For case Q2, a wide range of values for m A f can be accessible at the LHC, while for case Q1 the cross section can be greater than 1 fb for m A f 400 GeV. Therefore this production mechanism could be important at the LHC for a wide range of flavon masses as can also be seen in Fig. 5 . We also note that gg → tcA f could be substantial since κ tc is the largest coupling in the cases Q1 and Q2.
Finally, we study the possible flavon decays. At tree level, the flavon can only decay into fermions but the loop induced decay A f → gg cannot be neglected in some parameter region, when κ tt is order of m t . These leading decay channels are given by,
) and C 0 is the scalar loop function whose definition can be found in [25] .
We present the branching ratio of the flavon in Fig. 6 as a function of its mass, note that the total decay width of the flavon simply scales as 1/v 2 ϕ . The flavon has a relatively narrow width compared to the SM Higgs boson because it has no tree level gauge interactions in our setup, and the branching ratio is independent of the vacuum expectation value v ϕ . The flavon mainly decays into the heaviest fermion-pairs which are kinematically allowed but unlike the 
Higgs boson its decay modes include flavour changing processes. Hence the fermion-pairs {tc,tc}, which we call collectively tc pairs, can be the dominant decay products of the flavon for m A f > m t . For cases Q1 and Q2, it is also a characteristic feature that the decay rate into top-pairs is suppressed by the small κ tt values considered. Below the tc threshold, the flavon mostly decays into flavour conserved pairs, i.e., bb and τ + τ − . However, the branching ratios of the LFV decays A f → τ ± µ ∓ are not too small and therefore these decay channels could be a useful tool to identify light flavons at the LHC. We also note that detailed studies of LFV Higgs decays at collider can be applied for the flavon LFV decays [40, 41] . We also note that chirality measurements of such FCNC coupling could be important because of
, and this can be precisely measured at an electron photon collider by using the electron polarization [42] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered the phenomenology of a flavon ϕ introduced as the scalar that, together with an explicit symmetry breaking mass term, breaks an Abelian non supersymmetric family symmetry giving rise to the hierarchy of the fermion masses and mixing angles. 
TeV, which is also out of the reach of the LHC.
We introduce then an effective global G F = U(1) F , broken explicitly by a CP odd mass term (hence avoiding a massless Nambu-Goldstone boson) at the TeV scale in order to explore the possibility of flavour violating processes, flavon production and decays within the reach of the LHC. These are controlled by a PNGB which is the CP odd part of the scalar ϕ, because we have chosen the mass of this, M, to be lighter than the vaccum expectation value, v ϕ , of the whole scalar. The construction of models satisfying this constraint it is left for a future work, here we just have made an account on the theoretical constraints that are relevant and outlined its effective Lagrangian which is constrained to reproduce the appropriate masses and mixing for quark and leptons. For simplicity we have not explored the structure of possible heavy-right handed neutrinos.
Given the current bound on the branching ratio for the flavour violating decay µ → eγ, B(µ → eγ) ≤ 1.2 × 10 −11 at the 90 % C.L. [26] and its expected improvement [27] , for some cases we find these models severely constrained if we want to keep values of both m As it happens with the SM Higgs boson, we can expect that the main production channel of the flavon, when κ tt ∼ m t is sufficiently large, would be the gluon fusion mechanism at a high energy Hadron collider. Roughly speaking, the production cross section scales as (κ tt /m t ) 2 (v/v ϕ ) 2 (where v is the vev of the Higgs boson) when compared to the SM Higgs production. However, a light flavon can be produced due to the bottom quark loop contribution even if κ tt is small.
When κ tt is small, ∼ λ 2 m t , the FCNC single top production process gu → tA f would be important for relatively heavy flavons, m A f ∼ 300 GeV for the case Q1. Again the case Q2 of this production mechanism is very promising for a wide range of flavon masses because of the possibility of a large κ tu coupling, which could be order of m t λ 2 . This FCNC flavon production would be a complementary process to the gluon fusion mechanism at the LHC.
Finally we have found that below m A f = m t + m c , the main decay modes of flavons are the pair bb and secondly the decay ττ . The flavour conserved decay modes are not a particular feature of flavons, but we could nevertheless detect them via these decay modes.
In addition, the LFV decay mode A f → τ µ could be used to identify the flavon, since its branching ratio is of 0.2%.
The decay mode tc starts to be the leading one just below m A f = m t + m c GeV and above it becomes the leading one at more than, for example, 80% for m A f > 300 GeV. This is specific value is for the case Q1 (which has a GST-like mixing in the lepton sector). These decay patterns would hold for the Q2 case, but the only difference would be the opening of the tu decay mode. In any case, flavons can be found in its flavour violating decay if it is sufficiently produced. 
U
that is q In § II B we have detailed some possible solutions for charges which satisfy the cancellation of anomalies. In Table IV of this appendix we present specific values of these charges and we leave for a future work a detailed analysis of this kind of solutions. 
